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Dyslexia: not a disability, but a visual-spatial thinking style which succeeds with a visual-spatial teaching style. 

A review of Sue’s video from James Lukac 

I recently saw a video by Sue Blyth Hall 
on YouTube, about the learning difficul-
ties which marginalise dyslexic people. 

 

Brenda Baird of The Dyslexia Association,  
recommended the video to me, as I am             
dyslexic.   
 
The issues discussed rang a bell and I found 
the video really interesting on a number of 
levels, not the least because it wasn’t          
another example of experts  confusing the 
capacity which dyslexic people have for 
learning, with the effectiveness of the             
environment and processes in which they 
are expected to learn.  
 
Instead, the video clearly pointed to a                
system which excludes dyslexic learners, 
laying the blame for its inadequacies 
squarely at the feet of the learner.  

 

The results of this neglect were not simply a 
matter of pigeon-holing very bright people 
as underachievers; it also served to degrade 
their validity. Imposing lazily structured 
education systems on dyslexics resulting in 
an erosion of self-esteem, a potential              
reduction in prospects for the learner’s 
future, substance abuse, and                                 
so many other negatives.   
 
Having experienced this abrogation of duty-
of-care by education providers first hand, I 
agree entirely with the presenter.  
 
I am a product of the laziness and             
arrogance of our education system;              
typecast personally and in my employment 
life as a blue collar, sub standard thinker.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Though I have every respect for blue collar 
work, having worked for the entirety of my 
adult life in that capacity, it was only later in  
my life, after a stellar effort in earning a         
high-level tertiary education, that I realised  
that I am not as pedestrian as I was brought 
up to think.  

Still, even with a Master’s Degree, I am               
unable to shake my allocated label.  
 
Like the examples given by the presenter, I 
have survived substance abuse problems, 

severe depression and an achievement tally 
far below that which I believe I am capable 
of.  
 
I have had a particularly hard time of things, 
not because I cannot learn or think, or             
reason, but because in my early years my 
difficulties were interpreted as laziness, and 
a refusal to engage.  
 
I have travelled a long way from a               
childhood where, as the presenter puts it, I 
was removed from classes to endure “more 
of what I  couldn’t do,” and never given the 
opportunity to catch up with what I’d 
missed.  
 
In my adult years I earned a great education 
as a result of unwavering support from my 
wife, and through a great deal of                     
independent effort, which brings me to a 
small omission in the presentation.  
 
The presenter didn’t mention the fact that 
for many of us, our exclusion from effective   
education processes, and its associated            
societal marginalisation a stubborn                 
determination is fuelled.  
 
With support from loved ones, we can 
achieve anyway. So much for “learning  
difficulties.”  
 
I assume that for many of us, such personal 
support is non-existent.  
 
Our education systems educate all of us, 
but for dyslexic people the education is not           
related to curricula, but to the fact that we 
are on our own.  
 
What a sad waste of brilliant thinking. 
 
Sue Blyth Hall’s video can be viewed at  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cPX-
RYBkCow  

Dyslexia: Enable the Learning Difference a video by Sue Blyth Hall  
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3D thinking; imagination; visual skills; insightful cleverness:                       

these are a few of the qualities dyslexic people possess. 

If around 10 to 15% of the                 
population is dyslexic, then every              
classroom of about 30 students             
has a few dyslexics. 

Do teachers endeavour to               
discover the hidden talents of 
these pupils? 

Have they recognised, praised, 
been delighted by what their             
students can do, rather than blame 
them for things they struggle with?  

Let’s celebrate some dyslexics for 
their brilliance. 

 

Jay Blades, presenter of  The Repair 

Shop, never reads scripts or emails.  

He discovered he had dyslexia as a 31 

year old.  He is brilliant as an            

upcycling extraordinaire, guiding the 

workers in the very popular TV show.    

 

Kirra is a 9 year old primary school pupil 

in Rockingham.  She did this self portrait 

when she was 8; Kirra loves art and                 

particularly portraits which she regularly 

produces.  Her art work, understandably, 

is in great demand.  

Tom Jones’ school reports used to say 

‘promising but lazy’.  “They just thought I 

was thick” Tom said.     Sir Tom Jones’  

career speaks for itself.   

Jennifer Aniston is a high profile actor, a huge name in the   

Hollywood film industry.  She has been part of We’re the            

Millers, Just Go With It, Marley & Me, The Bounty Hunter, is 

known for her wits, comic timing and motivational quotes.                            

And she is dyslexic.   

“I am heavily dyslexic and if they send 

me a script I can't read it. They tell me 

who is coming on and we do it one 

take."  After 5 successful series Jay said 

“I haven’t done bad considering I was 

deemed thick.”  

* from ABC WA afternoons with Christine Layton        Monday, January 2021 

James Dingley of Perth has always enjoyed science and sharing ideas about science. 
 
But at school, he thought the only way to do that was by writing dense journal articles 
and publishing papers; something he knew wasn’t a realistic option because of his      
dyslexia. 

 

The encouragement of a teacher to try making videos instead, propelled James down the 
path of science communication. 

 

The 22-year-old’s mini documentary exploring Australia's bushfire-hunting satellites was 
picked up by an English entertainer and educator, Tom Scott.   

 

That put James on a platform seen by almost three-point-five million people. 


